**SLEEPER SAM**

**Needy Folks—There have been deals and fanges for various things in the past. This time it is not the usual sort of deal. But, you quite doubtless know that the deals are getting more and more restricted. The whole world is being swept along by this new merchandising, and we are being kicked on the bottom by it.**

**MADAME MELIA, in New York City, says: There are many restrictions being put on the sale of good things. The price on the things you buy is getting higher and higher.**

**ABERDEEN BOUND—ABERDEEN HEADQUARTERS FOR THREE DAYS—IN THIS WEEK'S AIR—THE EAGLE OF THE AMERICAN ARMY—REMEMBER THE TIDE?—END OF THE BATTLE—**

**HERE'S A BIG-HEARTED GENTLEMAN—**

**There is an interesting story of a standing offering that I'll let you in on. At the Twenty-Fifth Annual Convention of the American Association of the Blind, in New York City, there was a dining room where the delegates gathered. One of the delegates, a blind man, offered to pay for the meal of any other delegate who had no money.**

**BELIEVE IT OR NOT—**

**Real Men—Real Men!**

**Country trips a specialty. Try our three passenger Studebaker sedan for your orchestra trips.**

**NEW VALUES IN SPRING SUITS**

- **$30.50**
- **$35.50**
- **$40.50**

**In the price ranges are the handsomest patterns and fabrics we’ve ever offered in any Spring styles. Come in NOW—A small deposit reserves the cloth and only two outfits from each pattern sold.**

**Order NOW—Individually tailored, to be shipped when wanted.**

**PINK AND SATISFACTION guaranteed.**

**VALENTINE SPECIAL—**

**Send your suggestion. It is expected the sentiment of the day—as is a gift only that you give.**

**Sterner’s Studio.**
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**DEPARTMENT**

**FRESH BOX CANDY SPECIAL**

$49c a pound box

Millbrook Pepperidge Patties
Manor House Cookies

This price is for this week only.

**Hodgins’ Drug Store**

**For Women Only!**

Your wardrobe should be a suitable setting for your personality. Let us keep it spic and span for you.

One day service on dry cleaning when desired.

**PHONE 2147.**

**MOSCOW STEAM LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING WORKS**

**THE ORIOLE NEST**

Idaho’s Center.

**“THE MOST BRILLIANT MAN”**

Delicious Valentines

Just about your last opportunity to get the box of sweet Valentines — The kind that go straight to the heart. You won’t miss by giving these luscious chocolates in their heart shaped box. The certain, way of pleasing on the “sweetest” day of the year.

**The Blue Bucket Inn**

“Built For You—Come And Enjoy It!”

**NEW SHOES**

tempt you with their smartness and their low price!

$3 98

This good-looking sap is at the place, and it is just the thing you are planning for Springfield wardrobes and wishes you could have a good-looking pair of shoes to correspond each other to give a lift to a last season’s favorite. Come in, see our new styles, which, thanks to our own ideas and our fine buying, we can offer for but $1.50 a pair!

J.C. PENNEY CO.
LESSONS in the NEW Psychology

Comencing Monday, February 17th, Dr. Frank B. Robinson will conduct evening classes in the study of the New Psychology. One lesson will be given to each of the following subjects:


These lessons are intensely interesting as the discoveries of the New Psychology go right to the very heart of being.

The price of this course of instruction is $15.00. The balance of $10.00 may be paid by the lessons.

Five dollars must accompany the application and are given. Should any student of this course on completion not find it worth more than it’s cost, such student may request and will receive the entire tuition fee back again.

Mail your registration application with fee to

DR. FRANK B. ROBINSON
Phone 2923
Moscow, Idaho